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STUDENT PROnUCTIONS:

Traditionally an area for radical media, stud·
publicatIOns: video, newspapers, films, jour,:' 1nals, theRes, resean:h, etc., have the unique pos·
'\ ':,,1' ition 'of art.iculate and educated input; non·pro·
' ~"-"'I CiI. structwcs, and 'guaranteed readership'. In
" 'i addition the eM£' does not ',~e them too serI iously, COC'Side~g these works'either the ratbag
,fringe warranti g no credibility, or the products
lof the future b siness elite, getting their radical·
1ism out "fstheir: ystem, in a type of ideological
Jpurgatory,
"
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A NECESSARY CONDITION IN THE TRIVIALIZATION
RESTRICTION OF SERIOUS CONTENT, IS ONE
. MAJOR HURDLES TO BE OVERCOME IN THE
.", - .''\.
ULATION OF RADICAL ALTERNATIVES.

.

ONE OF THE PRIMARY CAUSES OF RIGID (,
HONOURED' FORMATS) PAllAMETERS IN WHICH CONTll~NT'~
IS SHAPED AND DISTORTED IS THE REQUIREMENT
THE ' MEDIUM TO CARRY ADVERTISING WITHIN
FORMATS. BUT THIS IS NOT A FULL EXPLANATION,
AS NON..cO~1MERCIAL MEDIA ALSO FALL INTO SIIMIl,AR'~
PATTERNS.
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'EVENTS' • IMPLYING AN ISOLATED HAPPEN- '
ING IN A 'REAL' AND STATIC WORLD, REQUIHE BOTH ,'\
TIME AND SPACE
S~]RIOUS AND LENGTHY ANALYSIS.

J

s'r~IGHl
THE NAbAL
CONSUMERS,
CHOOSING AND
ACCEPTED.
THIS FAILS TO l!iA1<LJ~j
OF MASS ~!EDIA:
FILM IN THE 1
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The disastrous record of Pancon- ptotests from resi4ents nearby . abQ.ut load
. inental's partner Getty Oil in the U.S. streams being contaminated.
nuclear
industry
has
gone I nearly 1972 after processing 640 tOlmes of
spent f~l with a radioactivity. of more than 2
unrecorded in the Australian press. billion curies, the plant was shut down to
So her.e it is:
iI~prove radiation and cODtaminatlO~ ~ntrol.
From 1966 to 1972 the Getty Oil subsidiary, reduce radioactivity'in Uq\lidad pseOua Waite
Nuclear "uel Services, ran the only commerc- rel~se8 and to improvC!produc~ivity. 101916
ial reprocessing · plant to have operated in NuClear Fuel . serVice decided to · back out .
America. Reprocessing, the dirtiest end of the because of stiffer regulations whiCl\ would ~t
nuclear business, involves chemically extract- up.to S61S miJliQn t() im.ple)'pent. . It left behind
ina uranium and plutonium from highly radio- in underground atee.,tanks, more t"o 600,000
active Spe.lt fuel rods from n~clear ptlwer g{llions of bigh~level' liqUid waste, containing
plants.
intensely radioactive fis~ion prOducts 8J'd
Almost from the tjrn,e it opened, the plant at tr~ces of uranium and plutonium, mote .~... 2
cu~ic feet of
low~lev~l waste bur~ ,in'
West Valley, near Buffalo. New Jersey. I:lad million
. . . '
.
repeated;breakdowns arid leaks of l'adioactivity. trenches, which have been leaking radionucUdes
Because of its cost-cutting design, repairs had and, of course, plant facilities riddled with
to be done in din:~ct couta~t with CQntaminated radioa(~tivity.
Conservative estimates given to Omgi"es5 of
equipment. The hands which did the dirty
work were uS\lall~ those of an av~rage 1400 the cost of <iisposing of this mess are SS8lBi.lliQP
untrained translent :w orkers a year whodecon- to $600 ·million for the bifh-ievel waste,S20
ta minated equipment anc;! working · areas, million to ~ . million to decommission the
buried low~Jevel waste and t"epaired radioactive .plant and up to$l.7 million to ciean up thelow~
level waste burial ground. The co~·;t of $1000 to
equipment,
A union official told the U.S. magazine ScIence di$pose of one gallon of waste is staggering
toat oetween a third and .half of the men l1ired enough, but even this is believed to be consid.
.
could have been ~escribed as "down and outs;' erably under-estimated. '
Who is going to pay? When Getty Oil backed
from skid-row areas. lhc plant· was so. radioactive that fhe .mari~g~rl:\dmitted that he h(ld out it informed Its ';()-Hcen~ee. the New York
tlSt,d .a~ Itum}' M . Slxmen to ('emu",.., on., nut and Stat(~ ~iJ~rgy R~s(;i'rcb .· und . l>tw"lopnwnt
lMt Ii~Hch nught ht!Vc WOt·kt..~ only three tnwuttlS Aut ho\'it~~ (NVSERt>A) that i( w#s e~l'd:&ing
. its rj~ht. \Jnd~ragree1l1ents. to- . snrrc!lw,er
b~fore being "burnt out" real:hjng his~'I{p()!i
ure limit - and hems replaced by a "fresh body", l'esponsibiliiy for aU wastes at t.he. site to
The yearly radiat ion dose for peflnanent oper- NYSERDA, All Getty Oil L~ liable t.o Pl'Y is $4.4
ating staff, a lthough within the law, was almost million from a "perpetua14;are fU ,ld" to WhlCh
customers c()11t dbu ted for replacement of
without precedent in a major nuclear plant
S,cience magazine sa id a number of workers tanks lwe ry 40 yeurs. NYSERDA in tur n hus
suffered repeated t)\'€'rt~ x posure to radiatio.n, asked the Fedentl Go vernment to · assume
some t hrullgh inhah ng plutonium ::md other o wner::;hlp of the site and responsibility tor the
radioactive ~w~n~, J'Jtw.ff.1iltw~·re also. strong ·· wa~~~ c~~"OiI<":' ,.){ '-''rI~'7fi
~ ;; tf~ ~ ~ ~
.
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A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Just a quick note to tell you how much I dig
your Mackie dinasaur ~razies - the way you use
the word 'dialectic', its so .... cute. I always
knew the 'Gang of Three' and the 'Network
Dialogue Dudes' wore tighter pants than Hegel. .
John
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open to students of Alexander Mackie only for any work on paper
The prize consists of $200, $100 & $100 worth ot.art materials , at wholesale rates to be selected from Tamarisque's stocks.
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Juding will be in early November 1978.
Entries close end October
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Did you try using the college facilities during
the intersemester break? Have you been denied
access because of an administrative officer infor,
med you there were no lecturers rostered fO!
that area?
This intersemester break is not a timetabled
holiday (though admin delights in the student
staying away as much as possible). In the past
workshops have been conducted both on and off
campus during this break. The college is open
unless the secretary, Harley Roberts, or the prin·
cial, Ralph Rawlinson, gives notice that it
closed. As it is not a holiday lecturers are on call
- Le. they have to stay within the metropolitan
ara. They cannot according to certain rumous,
go to the snow for a few weeks. 'This ilIea is a
sensitive in relation of the academic staff to the
art schooL The academic staff, being practising
artists, using this break to carry out their own
studio practise. For instance, Graham Kuo used
the three weeks to prepare for his forthcoming
exhibition, John Drews painted in his studio
space at Flinders Street. It is very important that
the academic staff have this time as who wants a
load of theorists teaching the practising ' arts.
So where does this leave the students who
wish to use the three week break to continue
their work which they refuse to subjugate into
semester point scoring timetables.
If the college policy rules that a lecturer has
to be on duty inthe discipline the student wants
to work in is enforced, it leaves the student up
shit creek without a paddle. During the semester
you are required to carry out twenty hours
studio practice outside your timetabled lectures.
When doing this course requirement your lectur·
er is, not present, so is studio practice against
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college policy? What is so different during the
intersemester break - the support staff are
there, chosen for those jobs because of their
qualifications and experience in working in their
respective areas and so can adequately supervise
students working. It is argued that support staff
are used in the break to work in other areas e.g.
the photoiraPhy area was closed to effect
repairs and install equipment. This is the only
time access can be rightfully denied - i.e. when
support staff are not there. It is ridiculous to
enforce a rule that cannot and is not enforced
during normal semester times because of the
college policy? What is so different during the
intersemester break - the support staff are
there, chosen for those jobs because of their
qualifications and experience in working in their
respective areas and so can adequately supervise
students working. It is argued that support staff
are used in the break,to work in other areas e.g.
the photography area was closed to effect
repairs and install equipment. This is the only
time access can be rightfully denied - Le. when
support staff are not there. It is ridiculo\1S to
enforce a rule that cannot and ·is not enforced
during normal semester times because of the
practicalities and course requirements, during
the entire semester break.
The bureaucratic bums rush (BBR) occurs
when this policy is carried out to get rid of those
tiresome and dedicated students who won't
break the process of creation. In most cases
these students are directly heavied by an admi,
nistrative officer. If you've experienced BBR
you will get the feeling that you have few if any,
rights in the college as a studi!n.t.

This brings us to the questions, who is this
college for for and who runs it. At present there
exists a continual state of confrontation
between on the one side, academic staff and
students, and on the other, the administration.
This alientation is contrary to the idea of the
college being a small community, let alone it
being part of a larger one. 'This attitude of the
administration is brought ·brought about by the
arrogant attitudes of certain administative
officers in their treatment of staff and students.
More often than not stUdents are used as
political pawns for those seeking promotion.
(Eds note: I hear Art in the Park is a good place
to be seen serving tea.) Alex Mackie is being
used as a stepping stone for career minded
public servants, complete with their associated
attitudes. The proof lies in the general feeling
of "ill health" amongst students and the contin
ual empire building of admin officers. ,
In the main certain admin officers view stud·
ents and academic staff as a dissident group who
should be brought under controL The situation
should be the reverse. Students and staff should
be assisted and supported by the admin staff to
get the full benefit of the college. Policy should
follow the nlleds,flf students and staff not stud·
ens and staff follow the needs of policy.
A better communication process between
all bodies, dissemination of college policy and
rules together with explanations why and how
these have been formulated
such ·would help
this situation. A few good doses of public relat·
ions to 'some admin officerS is advised also.

as

EDUCATION AND THE ARTS

I read the NSW Report of Education and the
Arts. It is a joint study into the school commisso
ion and the Australian Council and it is exactly
that. You could retitle it "What needs to tie
added to the present system to improve the
standing of the arts in education". The report
has four major principles and directions:i) The creative experiences of arts education
contributes significantly to the personal and
social growth of the learning individual and to
the development of an Australian cultural id·
entity.
ii) All Australians, particularly young people,
should have the continuing opportunity to
experience and be involved in a varied range of
the arts.
iii) Co·operation and co-ordination between
educational institutions and the community at
all levels are the most positive ways of expanding and enriching the existing opportunities for
students, teachers and the community to experien the arts.
iv) Arts education should develop at the reg·
ional level to ensure"that the particular needs of
people ( students and community) are identif·
ied and accommodated,
The principle recommendations are as follows:
(a) In relation to government policy: ensure
that in education policy, a greater commitment
is made to arts education;
(b) Ensure that in cultural poli!!y, a priority is
given to the development of the arts in the community at large.
(c) Provide greater opportunity for involvement in the arts at pre-school, school and post,
school levels;
(d) Extend provision for arts education and
experience in the community generally.
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(e) Change organisation structure to allow for
greater co-ordination, integration and initiative
in relation to arts access at all levels.
(f) Provide opportunities for the training, of
personnel for active ,participation and leadership
roles in the broader community context, and for
practicing artists and craftsmen to work in the
school context.
(g) Develop appropriate agencies to facilitate
arts access at the regional and local level.
(h) Appoint appropriately trained regional
arts education officers to provide arts leadersip
within the community.
It all sounds to nice and it doesn't ruffle any
feathers. The fact that the federal gvoernment
has been cutting funds for arts education for the
last four years and is continuing to do so is pol,itely ignored. The relationship of industry to the
community and to the government isn't considerE~d, as though it doesn't exist or is minmal.
Conditions in society that have brought about
the minimal participation in the arts by individuals, communities and society at large are not
brought out or put forward as factors that will
inhibit the effective introduction of the reports's
recommendations. Belief and reliance in institutions serving ' community needs is displayed,
which borders on naivety, or is it the turning of
a blind eye. Faith in communities in self determination is minimal - "appropriately trained"
people are to come from institutions to show
how arts operate.
Well you can't set up institutions like schools,
uni's, CAE's and technical colleges, then expect
them to be intrinsically related to the community. These bodies operate outside the community like any other industry. The students slip for
a few transitory years out of the general employment situation into the ' education industry,
which carries out fairly mystical processes according to the community. Here, students, have the
status of a factory worker though the status of

, ~.

CONFERENCE

A\SSSSSS\\%S§SS\\\SSSSSSS§S$S$\S$$\\S
I would like to offer some comments on the
Education and the Arts conference held recently
at" the Paddington Town Hall. The conference
was organised to supply feedback to the publi·
shers of the report .... "Education and the Arts
,- a joint Study of the Schools Commission and
the Australia Council" . ,.. using the words of the
organisers, the conference was to 1. ,Discuss recommendations of the Reprot,
2. Suggest priorities for State activities, and
3. Promote contact between participants from
different' areas of specialisation in the arts and
education. (By the way, a copy of the
report is probably available through , the Macie
administration at Commonwealth Street)
When I say the conference was organised to
supply feedback, I am giving my impression of
what the whole thing was about. Two days was
not enough to discuss the recommendations.
Suggestions came thick and fast but they tended
to be like those suggestions made in the examination room - valuable to those assessing the
papers, giving them an idea of where those
examined were unable' to articulate. Concise,
steamrolling education by those with the knowledge to those without it. Like the good '01
examination atmosphere the participants are led
to believe that what they are contributing will
be of some value. (My big lesson about that wa.
in my last days of primary school when me and
a couple of other 6th class boys were asked to
incinerate our own' unmarked final exam papers
- we have been told most emphatically that the
examination would determine what class we
went into in high school.) ,
And why not be optimistic. After all the
people participating were a cross section of
considerable depth in ' education areas - preprimary, secondary, tertiary and community
were represented as well as artists and private
companies.

$

a student in sociejiy as a whole is vastly diffe(!)
to the worker. This warms the nests of stude
no end. Students also come from the mid
classes - where else do such aspirations fo
The academic and support staff are grad
arid, paid ' accordingto their various talents an
trainings as are most white collar workers. .
industry of producing graduates and researc
programmes, is still that, an industry. The e
terics of the education process seem to b'
people, especially those who carry the I
"student", to what they're really doing, what '
happening to them and what their rights are
people.
All the positive processes that occur whe
people have access to the arts are highly comm
ended by this report, yet it doesn't question .
the environments, the influences of the enviro
ments, the institutions and the society in whi
these ,processes are carried out in. It ignores
whole experience of the individual. What's t
use of being able to major in dance or whalev
in an environment that doesn't allow se
expression in other areas - uniforms, compul
sory attendance, assessment, course selectio
political beliefs, morals and so on.
The reports recommendations to set up
Access Centres at national, regional and sta
levels, to implement courses to train communi
arts officers, to expand and develop and mer
the status of the arts in education in pre·schoo
school and post school levels and develop re
ionships of the community to these institutio
are all well and good.
The report's recommendations will only
taken up when there is a change in govemme
and industry attitudes. It is a pity that if
change in attitude occurs and this report is tak
up, that it didn't tackle the issues it very quiet
'ignored.
Copies of the report can be obtained at
commonwealth St Campus, and there is a co
at the SRC Office.

THe

So priorities were suggested for State activities - - more artists employed, better teacher
training in arts, establishment of community arts
executive officers and generally speaking more,
co-operation between educational institutions
and the community. The Chinese cultural revolutien couldn't lay a finger on the good intentions of these suggestions (the 400 odd participants were even asked to clap, boo, hiss or
otherwise as they were read out).
There was a ten minute excerpt from the play
" Juke" - ten minutes of a play that appeared to
be about a hamburger 'salesman and a school
girl who have the "hots" for each other but have
considerable difficulty in breaking down the
social barriers before getting to square one - i.e.
there is a lot of bullshit between them because
of what each thinks the other is. Very fast, furious performance. Ethnic too. OK that's over,
big clap. The chairman doesn't waste a second
and is up on the stage saying .... "and when that
stage is,struck we can see the dance ,ensemble (or
something) ... well I don't see anything striking"
.... the actors were also the stage crew - both
still panting breathlessly after a very energetic
peformance. What he was saying was "what you

have just seen may have been interesting and enjoyable and enlightening and challenging and
relevant. BUT my position as chairman means
that I must now move you on to stupifying,
nulifying, bland irrelevant and patronising educatonal material which you ill see me tapping my
foot to cleverly on the sideline and at the
conclusion of what I will allow the performers
time to explain to the you the psychology of
their act in schools" ... so much for what really
goes on . - kids wouldn't miss that kind of shit
and they'd get educated by it.
- Which reminds me. If you are performing and
your script has got "pork pie" in it and you
want to back to the school and school just happens to be in Dover Heights or Mosman then just
make that an "apple pie'. Somebody is out there
assessing you somewhere.

'

Art as, a soft option. What else could be
alternative to hard core compulsory periods
8 on Friday - far out ..... "no we mustn't I

control. Start strong and then ease off. L et t
know whose in charge and then give them
lead bit by bit". Michael Wilding, when gi •
his talk at the conference, was able to pinpo'
this difference - so crucial to any educatio
experience. He spoke about his own area :..
ing and publishing: and transposed his e
ience into the context of education as we kn
it at the moment (institutionalised, fragmen
competitive and compulsory are four neat li
words that could fit in somewhere). Writing I
him involves a knowledge of printing and pu
shing and ,when he began publishing he blatan
states that he thought his partner knew som
thing about it. His partner thought the same
him. So their education began. Motivation.
means probably came from some obscure
account and a government grant or two bilt
method came from the borrowing and ,the b
ing.

Be original" he was told as he sat with h'
class under the elm at the bottom of the foot
field. "Be poetic, delve into your innerm
thoughts and experiences - reinterpret this reality around you - cops was that the bell I hea
Just pu1 your pencils away and line up under
goal posts boys .... "
So Wilding 'spoke about (to me at least)
ucation'. as power and more specifically, writ'
as process. - the process of printing and d'
emirtating either fiction or fact. His message
"publish yourself" was most welcome 'in
atmosphere of .... well should you say doom?
yes doom. Why not abandon schools altogether.
If everybody walked out of their educational
institution tomorrow there may be peace
earth, who knows? Certainly not the Educati
and the Arts Conference. It wasn't considered
an option.

Student Representative Council
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NOMINATIONS OPEN· ·SEPT 1st
. . CLOSE . II 20th
nomination forms are at SRe o[[ices

ELECTION SEPT 25-29th

first off congrat1,l!ations on Kimera's last
- great stuff! great work etc. etc. Terror·
.ism, sex, violence. The lot. Loved the profile of
, the staff. Only one thing - do we really need
paint all over the walls to make us feel like art
students? Oh well ....
The film festival '7 g managed to throw up
some beaut films from everywhere. The cham,
pagne was good too, Paradise Place, directed by
a Swedish woman C. Lindblom who has also
appeared in some of Ingmar Bergman's films was
just terrific. Providence France/Switzerland - a
quality film by Alain Resnais - Citizens Band USA - Crazy - I mentiona few in case they are
released commercially, worth seeing. P.S. don't
ever stay in a hospital in Teheran. Bad blood.
The cycle from IRAN 1974 depicted the gloomy
side of life there when these sort of films were
able to be made.
The CAS has been plagued by vandals recently at Paddington Town Hall, however, things
are going on as usual. A photography exhibition
by John Williams followed by a members exhib, ition A New Art Magazine will be on sale there
soon called 'ON VIEW'. A rather democratic "
quality Art Mag - critique from VIDEO to 1PAINTING etc., written by some international
Art Critics.
Great to hear Jim Layton's vibes will he kept
floating around "photography; for a while there
.... Things are looking great on first floor now.
The wait was worth it.
No need to quite smoking and join weight
watchers now we have access.to Sydney Universsity heated swiinming pool, and squash courts

etc.
Happened to be in Victoria and Tasmania last
holiday. Firstly the Victorian Art Gallery has
some great works of art, however, the· Modern
art and Australian' section - brown pannelled
wood onto which the paintings are hung - YUK
- yellow lights and just wait - blue acrylic
carpet. Can't have everything obviously in Australia just right.
Lastly, any students off to Tasmania in holidays don't go by Empress of Australia across Bass
Strait - the lounge chairs are made for dwarfs.
TAA offers the same fare.
No no, I'm not trying to compete with Bill
Peach of Choice Magazine.
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ART COMMITTEE - The art committee is
EXECUTIVE SHUFFLE - Michael Saker is
organising a ' festival With all sorts of goods our new vIce-president in place of Gary Lester
watch for posters. The films at Cumberland St
(good-bye Gary we miss you). Peter Thursell is
every Thursday are funded by the Art Commtt, our new vice-treasurer in place of Michaei'.and
tee and organised by Ruth Waller, biess her curly
Guy Morgan is now the secretary in place of
Cher Bryant.
"
.... locks. The coffee machine for Cumberland
St. is being installed by the Art Committee. The
INSEA CONFERENCE - Ten student.-· are
students attending the INSEA confernce have
travelling to Adelaide to attend this conference
their fees ($45 per head) prod by the' AC (hip
which is put on by the Education through Arts
-'
talk for the Arts Committp.e). - .. society. Its an international affa;. so the variety
of papers presented is wide. Several staff mem
PRIMARY COMMITTEE - These people
bers are attending also - Liz Ashbrun, Liada
have been busy dealing with trrunee teacher matCoombs, Denise Hickey to name some
i'
ters, putting on
~lunch 'ttme
."
. concerts
,
' food .and
COFFEE MACHINES - These press button
dance nights and graduation lunches. Michael
wonders (much to the horrors of some peop!.e)·
wants you to know, its chicken soup in the .hot
drmk machmes.
·
,l
are
ge~ing well used, nearly as much as the poo.!
THE EDUCATION GUIDLEINES FOR THE
ACCESS TO F ACILl'rIES - A committee
table. If you want to play pool you give your
1978 BUDGET
card to the SRC office to get the balls and
was set up to ' investigate this matter. Garry
Trayner (SRC prez), Kein Reinhardt (dean,
queues.
This is just a
WOMEN'S OFFICER - The SRC now has a
school of art), Guy Morgan (SRC Secretary),
"potted summary" of the points which need to Women's , officer - Luise Guest. The women's
Col Jordan (programme director) are names that
be got across to all students, academic and gen- collective meets every Thursday in the Common
spring to mind that are on this committee (apoleral staff on campus.
ogies to all offended ommissions). Through the
Room at Flinders Street. Please come along and
hard work of Guy Morgan lectures in Humanit- ,
get involved.
ies and general studies are now held at night to
ART MATERIAL SHOP - This shop has
THE GUIDELINES
enable students, especially those in art educatbeen set up by the art committee. $10,000 has
ion courses, a greater range of course selection.
been spent stocking the shop. Prices are the lowi) For universities and CAE'S:
est
in
town
and
the
rum
of
the
shop
is
to
keep
it
The
atm of the committee is to deal with getting
Up 0.7%
Recurrent funding
this
way.
Check
out
the
shop
page
for
prices.
We
·students
access to the art campuses outside lecDown 39.3%
Capital funding
need'to know what you want to buy particularly '
ture hours, including holidays and inter-semester
Down 2.2%
Total funding
from students at Albion Ave. Trading hours are
breaks.
'
9.30am 'to 3.00pm give or take a Fred Dagg.
SRC 1978 GRANTS - We had many submissii) Taking into account the failure to provide for
Martin Coyte painted the excellent signs for the
ions fpr this grant and we thank those people for
a) "incremental creep"
shop.
contributing. Could they come to the SRC
b) inflation of capital equipment costs
1978 SRC ANNUAL GENERAL ELECTION
office to collect their submissions and where
c) inflation of non-wage.related recurrent costs - Are you an activist; do you want to get your
applicable arrange with me (Jude McBean SRC
Recurrent funding is effectively - down 2.05
teeth into' actual doings; are you concerned
treasurer) financial deWls. The 1977 grant a
to 2.55%. Capital funding is effectively - down
about your education its quality quantity and
16mm color film called "Young Artist" (prod~c
44.3%.
quiencences( ?)? Dori't be a closet activist.
tion title - shit! typist) is expected to be comiii) From 1976 to 1979 at CAE's and Unis.
Nominate your self for, a position on the SRC.
pleted by the end of this semester.
Student numbers
up 12.5% Nominations open September 1 1978. Forms
SPORTS UNION - They are low profile at
up 11.1% available SRC office Flinders Street
Recurrent funds
the moment. The Kelvin Grove inter-collegiate
down 72.8%
Capital funds
visit is coming up in August. Don't hesitate to
down
4.1%
Total:
join in this sporting and/or social event(?) You
iv) TAFE funding is up 19.4% (not because the
don't have to be able to serve aces to participate.
Government has finally accepted' its responSee John Nolan or Ian at the sports union office
sibility, but because , T AFE institutions are
next to the canteen at Albion Ave _ . watch for
most easily manipulated by local business in·
notices. Hopefully yoga classes, pong ping and
terests - obvious from composition of their
farts (oops ping pong and darts) will get under
College Boards - and can be used' as cheap,
r:7'~\_:1~~i~n~;th~e~~common
room at Flinders Street
mass job trroning schemes of short-term value
future.
to industry, rather than as education institutTOURNAMENT - Announcing
ions) .
tIlE!'-l\Ilackie t;;noolker Tournament; $1 entry fee.
v) Overall, post-school education funding is
~~:~~c~~.ellvellians" Our prez Garry
down 0.5% (effectively the cut is greater viz. ii above).
~
vi) The Government had twice promised that the
VE WHALES IN THE GROUND
1978 Budget would provide for a 2% IN" . oU
CREASE in post-school education funding.
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IMPLICATIONS
1. sacking of junior and other non-tenured staff
- larger class sizes
- abolition', of some tutorials (affecting part
ttmers particularly)
- fewer course options
- greater emphasis on "mass" assessment
methods
. postgraduates being unable to continue due
to inability to find tutoring work.
2. Less material distributed:
- few courses produce decent handouts now,
but even these may go.
- part time and external students will suffer
from lack of extra material and fewer mailouts
3. Reduced hours (particularly hitting part ttme
students)
- libraries will have to cut hours and some
branch/departmentallibraires will close.
- tutorials and lectures "after hours" will be
cut.
An issue of particular tmportance to trainee
teachers is the announcement that State postsecondary education coordinating bodies will no
longer be funded by the Federal Government.
Hence those areas controlled by State Governments will be cut to find the extra funds - and
this in addition to schools funding cuts.
Teachers involved in researching special education and curricula are likely to be moved back
into the classroom - exacerbating unemployment amongst exit teachers - and the already
neglected specialist areas will be wrecked.
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Well
. sem~'s over with everybody
flexing their elbows 'un sily in case they bump/
another student. The art hool is overcrowd d.
The large class numbers and the
n on istin facilities testify to this. Those whf dreamt
on t e whole is seems likely that they will be
of better days for the art school with~~linders
co pleted. All capit!li works not yet underway
Street campus coming into operation
:~sly .-.~wve to be tabled. So there is not going to be
any growth in this area. All CAE's and Uni's are
are not aware of the federal gove m M~ 'disaffected like this. Technical and Further Educregard for ,education. , •
aton after years of neglect is getting a boost.
As a survival mechanism , Alex Mackie increased the number of art stUdents to counter for the '
All bodies within Alex Mackie should strongly
reduced intake into the prtmary education
condemn the cuts m education expenditure
announced by the Federal Minister for Educatcourse. This reduction was a direction from the
ion, Senator Carrick. In part'icular for the
federal government. Our colIege Council humbly
obeys this direction"The reductions are justified
following points ;
,
on the fact that there is unemployment amongst
a) breaking its promise of real growth rate of
teachers, which will increase in the next few '
2% m post secondary education funding.
b) the 39% cut in funds for capital expendi·
years. What is not acknowl~dged is that the federal government brought about this situation
ture for CAE's and Uni's.,
through continuous cutbacks in education
' c) how recurrent funding does not allow for
spending. Large class sizes in all strands of educinc~mental creep, other inflationary factors
ation testify to this. '
w. Ich amounts to a reduction of nearly 3%.
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THE ROCK SCHOOL
There's a pervading sense of ambivalance
about this art school. Some great people, excIting possibilities, steadily impro,,!n~fa~.i1ities. But
also it can be frustratmg, stultif~mg, rigid, bur;
eaucracitally' obsessed. Despite some good feelings, a varying degree of alienation and cynicism
hangs overhead, like the smog over Sydney.
Question - is this an inherent con.dltl~>n ~n ali
semi-government tertiary teachmg mstltutlOns,
particularly art schools, or is it a more specifIC
condition, peculiar to this college, this art school?
(Deduct 10 points if you mentally corrected
that to read School of Art) There's no clear
answer to this except feeling that things could
be a lot better' (Deduct another 10 points if you
immediately considered a new bureaucratic
procedure.)

"Art School" immediately implies a dicotomy
- Art and Institution.

This immediately suggests conflict_ "ART" is
a very personal individual, solitary phenomena,
however collaborative a particular medium may
be. "INS'rITUTION" suggests uniformity, anonymity, hierarchy, delegation (well, sometimes)
and authority. Not the best bedmates but there
is a history of such fetishism.
Here's a scenario: The reception foyer Commonwealth Street, (pre cosmetic renovation). Our
hero (sorry girls) is sitting patiently awaltmg attention. Enter a senior administrator officer
(SAO) of the college. SAO hurriedly heads
across foyer for the exit_ He pauses as he opens
the then door and calls blandly across to
the receptionist: "Going over to the SCHOOL
OF FOOLS". The receptionist casually acquieses.
Cut to a close-up of our hero looking ambivilant.
Thinks: Did he mean Teacher Ed.? Flashback to
our hero's first day with the college: the scene
is the office of this very same SAO who is warning the hero that THEY are all a bit odd in
THAT place. Meanwhile, back in the foyer, he
waits distressed by the nagging doubt that the
honourable chappy might have been disparaging
towards those colleagues in Teacher Ed. Fools
indeed (this was of course pre-anti discrimination law days).

"

Why doesn't anybody say something? Who
me? Why, I've got .... well .... but that's easy for
you to say ..... HEY YOU! Stop trying to rock
the boat_
.
Where we were. Oh, yes, the art school. Not
to be rocked. Don't rock the art school. Don't
knock the art school. Don't rock the knart
school. Don't schock the rart knool.
Ah well. The new journalism always did confuse me.
RETEP WOLLAD
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The terms "reality" and "realism" in film
making are not easily separated, different theorists have different ideas of whaf is meant by
these terms ~ these ideas often overlap, making
clear definition impossible unless you take on
one theory. " Reality" may be the raw material
produced by Vertov's "Kino-Eye" and "Realism" depend on the degree to which these raw
materials are used without modification. "Reality" may be all that is recorded in front of
a camera and "Realism", an art of the cinema,
when man began intelligently to shape this material. Therere are many more variations and
interpretations and even combinations, so stand
fast rules concerning these terms cannot be
produced. But interesting approaches and differ·
ent points of reference have been raised - causing some re-assessment of cinema . position.
Siegfried Kracauer's theory of the film medium is: instead of projecting an imaginative
world it descends to the material world. The
material aesthetic blends two domains: (1) the
domain of reality (2) the domain of the technical capabilities of film .
.. ..
~

Kracauers seems cinema as a scientific instrument created to explore some particular levels
or types of reality. It will record some aspects of
reality more readily than others, that is producing "unavoidable transformations of reality" despite the transformation it has preserved the
characteristics of that moment in time which he
labels the "Basic" properties of cinema's raw
material as against "technical" properties · editing, close-up - optical effects.
Cinematic reality could be said to be a photographic record of reality. But modern science
has thrown the physical world into question,
man no longer knows what reality is - high
speed and infra-red cameras can record a world
which looks unrealistic, which nevertheless is
a verifiable reality. So your view of what is
"reality" controls what may be your cinematic
reality.
Kracauer's realism, or realist approach to
!technical' properties of raw material was, rather than form reality into human patterns, to
follow nature's own patterns, that is, explore
reality. Instead the story becomes a substitu'\e
reality:
•
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Cinema differes f~om the traditional arts in
that its very rawmaterial is realistic.
Bazin's - 'realism has to do, not with the
accuracy of reproduction but with the spectator's belief about the origin of the reproduction.
That is, we view cinema as we view reality, not
because of the way it looks, but because we use
the same psychological mechanism to view both
- even so cinema reality depends upon a visual
and spatial reality - realism of space - the
creating of the real . world of the Physicist.
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OXFORD DICTIONARY
Reality: property of being real; resemblance
to original' (reproduced with startling reality).
Realism: (1) Scholastic doctrine that universals or general ideas have objective existence.
(2) Belief that matter as object of perception has
real existence. (3) Practice of regarding thigs in
their true nature and dealing with them as they
are, freedom from prejudice and convention.
(4) Fidelity of representation, truth to nature.

I

The brut e reality is 'at' 't he heart of cinemas
appeal - " the ra~ !paterial of cinema is not
reality itself but the tracings left by reality on
celluloid." Bazin.
This view of reality and film realit y is more
palatable to me - with film reality being already
comprehensible with a link genetically between
the tracings and the reality (real world) they
mirror. If we accept this view the next step is
how are the tracings arrived at - does the
cameras mechanical eye record or, imprint reality, "wit out man's creative intelVention"? As
Bazin states this stand may work when drawing
parallels with image creation in painting, literature and even music of the realism movement but seemingly doesn't come to terms with man's
selection of camera position and selecting which
part of reality to hold in frame - not to speak
of camera movement. What is the real cinema
reality? Is it what the camera records despite
man's intervention? Again the definition is not
clear and open to interpretation from different
points of view, and good thing too. Reality in
one point of view may be the image t he camera
produces, imprinted or copied when film time =
real time. The follow on is as long as the segments of "real time" are pieced together the
film is realistic ' - to a point. Kracauer would
agree, but Vertov uses "real time" stock to
create a totally new reality which would be
-tnacceptable to Kracauer. So the cut off point is
:~ p ersonal decision.

'"

"1\R1'rs WHAT ARTI$TS DO" BAZIN
Film art is what filmmakers do with the tracings
of reality.

Kracauer on AVANT:G'ARD films:
" liberating films from the tyranny of the
story - to subject t hemselves to !<he ,t yranny of
t raditional art." Kracauer rejects the including
of his idea of art in film reality or realism.
.

.

I consider the imprint that the camera makes
on the raw material of cinema is not reality itself
but the tracings left by reality on celluloid.
Realism in the cinema is just one way of looking
at life, one style among several. Realism suits the
cinema because the camera is merciless at exposing pretence and fraud, and adds the establishment of Perceptual reality, that is, spatial reality:
visible phenomena and the space which separate
them.
.

A realistic style of editing, at the most
basic level, is a style which preserves the autonomy of objects witp, in what Bazin calls "Homogeneity of gp'ace."

~
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Realism in cinema is opposed to abstraction,
abstraction being when raw material is made to
signify through various technical cinematic
means, can make reality significant, and more
particularly to make it significant in certain
terms of human values. So editing or the "technical" process determines whether or not realism
in cinema is achieved - this is tiJ) within the personalised, -understanding and. reference of what
constituted acceptable realism. Editing, where
the primai; concern is for the material shot,
making the whole film appear as an investigation
of a phenomenon (visual reality) rather than a
presentation, this could be a formula for realist
editing or realism. But it still adds up to a
personal approach to the raw material.
You can film actuality without "arranging"
anything, what you film and record may be a
"true" situation, but by a montage of the "true"
raw material you can do any number of things.
Two differently edited sequences of the true
material may produce utterly different results,
and both' results may appear to be true. The
extent to which reality is preserved during editing is due to your point of reference or cut off
point. In a generalisation of realistic cinema,
editing, if any, could be' the freedom of the
, spectator 'to choose his own interpretation of
the object or event. That is, giving to the object
a density and independence, refusing to separate actor for director and putting "the spectator back into the true condition of perception
in which nothin is predetermined as it is in most
conventiona\ montage. Some film can combine
the use of both conventional and realistic editing
quite successfully. Of course this depends on
your ideological purity.

Realtiy could be the unstaged event of the
real world.

Cinema Reality - the tracing of reality.
- the preserving of a section of reality - stag_
ed but with full knowledge of what it is - and
have its own real direction, e.g. "Woman Under
the Influence".

Realism - a rendering of space and time with
honesty.
Realism - a rejection of style - therefore a
potential stylistic option.

Realism - a spectator's belief in what they
see?
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AndreBAZIN
"Cameraman's duty to make it possible for us
to see· a spe<:tacle rather than ·the duty of the
spectacle to take place for the benefit of the
camera, "

ALTHUSSERIAN RADICAL EPISTEMOLOGY
Althusser, as a prominent Marxist phil~-sop~er,
has within the Marxist framework of historICal
materialism, provided the s~arting point for a
radical epistemology which IS supeno~ to? amd
more useful than empiricism in"'Contnbutmg to
the advancement of scientific theory.
'.
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.A.lthusser's work on the nature of theories
of knowledge sees scientific practice as a process. A specifically determined process without
a knowing subject, in which genuine scientific
progress is only achieved when the instruments
of labour are predominantly scientific and objective (which does not imply neutral), rather
than predominantly ideological
The figure below shows the process of ~cien
tific practice as being analogous to material production, and demonstrates that historical mat·
erialism is an objective scientific theory.
(ConcepttualJ
Raw Materials
+

(Mental)

/

Labour Power
+

,/.,

,

(Theoretical)

Instruments of Labour
=

j
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FEATURES ESSENTIAL TO, AND DETERMINANTS OF, STRAIGHT MEDIA
A) The establishing and reaching of a wide
audience (whether through electronic or paper
media) requires large capital, large staff (professional and administrative), profitable return on
capital, !llld is hence big business.
Those. features which delineate big business
generally with the CMP are not absent . from
media prodcution, and therefore straight media
products will be determined by the raw material,
and means of production specific to the media
process. Therefore:
B) Straight media products are determined by
the following four conditions:
I) the need to generate profits will I?ut ~he
needs of the production process to mlmmlze
costs as the major criteria for determining
content and format of media products ahead of
the needs and benefits of its consumers. (As an
example, the fight by FACTS to relax rules governing local content to allow for more, cheaper,
imported programming; or the 'fact' that Australian TV networks can only 'reasonably' pro·
duce 1200 hours of childrens TV/year leads to
1200 hours being determined as the desirable
level by the broadcasting tribunal).
II) Dependence on advertising , to the extent
t hat purchase price (of newspapers, et c) cannot
possibly cover product on costs.
This has three effects :
a) content is mundane in order to interest the
widest possible audience, and format IS
ritualised and formalised in order to:
b) provide an optimum vehicle for advertising
exposure and effectiveness
,
.
c) content will favour those dommant forces
that support the interests of advertisers, and
more subtley, it will not question the legitimacy of tllll CMP which als.o favours advertisers and is called ideological dislocation.
III) ,he establishment (at some time in the
past) of the 'fact' that media producers ~re
active, professional, highly train~d ~nd domg
soplrili>icated work, with the implicatIOn, ~hat It_

. is both necessary and desirable
consumers
passive and non-participants. Therefore the:' straight media owners can legitimise their choice
" of content and format, claiming that it is being
determined by consumer demand, but in face
., establisHed through habit as being the essence of
' media, and in fact determined by those factors
,- mentioned , and primarily the need to minimise
production costs.
However, this appeal to the 'man in the street'
or the 'general interest', and other examples of
re-unification outside class boundaries is a
powerful force, and has led to a situation where
the content and format of media products
(ideological reasons aside) is inflexible, uncreative and not internally structured to change and
innovation.
-':'-:-cc:-::-o
IV) Licences to produce and distribute media
products are considered priv~te propert~,
despite the facts that media are public goods ,
in the sense that increased demand for them
does not result in a decrease in supply, nor increase the cost or lessen utilit y to the consumer.
The implication from this is that the number
and nature of media owners/producers is solely
det ermined by the amount of advertising that
can profitably be carried to the available audiene.
Audience needs and interests are not seriously
considered in determining the nature and direct·
ion of straight media. The notion of 'entertaining' or 'attractive ' media products will be discussed later, with regard to its implication for
media alternatives.
C) The most prominent ch~acteristk of
straight media is the ignoring, 'Or if not Ignorl~g,
the trivialising (through t he sq:"ssmg of Its bemg
natural and /or inevit able) of the necessity of
the working class in a capitalist society to work
in exploit ive situati? ns, having no control of (or
legitimate claim to control of) the mans of
production. Further , the polit ical system (fm
example, liberal parliamentary democracy IS)
treated as:
A) Beyond the influence of the working class,
"
once it has cast a ballot.
B) Not a system which can changed ownership of the means of production, or seriously
influence the work situation, and therefore the
real income of individuals,
C) It is fragmented, individualsed and treateJ
in the same manner and format as sport, hairstyles, and crime, etc:, i.e., as merely o~e aspect
of· 'real existence' With a pluralist society, and
not as fundamental to the life chance and work
situation of the worKing class.

(Theoretical)
Product
The (theoretical) product, which is new
knowledge (a transformation of raw materials)
can have basically three fates:
A) It can become the instruments of labour in
a new production process;
B) It can become the raw material in a new
production process;
C) Or it can be consumed (as for example, by
students in academic institutions).
Althusser is establishing the scientificity of
historical materialism as a method (the only
method) by which we can seriously analyse
human society, and further; the only method by
which we can understand the social sciences that
are employed as instruments of labour. Althusser is applying Marxism to Marxism, and thereby
expanding the theory of theories.
Scientific practice (i.e., a theoretical process,
like media analysis) is specific. There are no
practices in general, nor a universal scientific
method, as implied in the empiricist problematic. The social formation (or, more specifically,
foi example, scientific practice) is determined
by specific conditions which can not be general·
ised. This objective approach de-emphasises the
role of the individual(s) involved. Specific individuals do not determine the product or the process. They are detemined by the means of pro·
duction and the raw materials possessed by t he
labour power, In addition, raw material can only
be defined in terms of its relationship to the
. instruments of labour. A tree is no the raw material for the production of timber without the
existence and availability of saws and · axes,
The notion of the subject has also been
expanded by Althusser. The subject is not
merely the bearer of social relations, in which
one learns and lives out the dominant ideology
simultaneously, but rat her the subject is also an
agent of those social relations. The importance
of the idea of agent is that it can lead to change
in the social relations and ideology, by intervention. Therefore, while it is possible to argue that
the media institutions we now experience are
determined by conditions in the CMP, and hence
will not allow alternatives to either co-exist or
replace them, a consciousness which allows us to
see the conditions objectively is a major step in
formulating ideas for alternative intervention,
A libertarian, or liberal democratic viewpoint
holds that the individual subject is integral and
defined from within, independently of the en·
vironment ; the determinist can demonstrate that
the subject is constituted and takes its . form
from the condit ions tbat impinge on it, that is,
socially, economically and environment ally determined. This applies equally t o t he scientist engaged in scientific practice, as to the media analyst looking at media institut ions and assessing
the possibility for change.
Therefore, as soon as there are · skilled
personnel looking at media alternatives, then the
condit ions under which radical media changes
can occur are being created.
However, it is vital to analyse existing media,
so as to establish those conditions (for example,
dependence on advertising) which are features of
straight media, or ,in fact define it, and for alternatives to maintain arid exploit , those features
of media prodcution which 'are essential to all
media, including alternatives.
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BOURGEOIS AESTHETICS AND IDEO LOGICALEFFECT
The preoccupation of straight media with
format, a necessary condition in the trivilisation
and restriction of serious content, is one of the
major hurdles to be overcome in the formulation
of radical alternatives. .
0!le of the primary causes of rigid (time honoured formats) parameters in which content is
shaped and distored' is the requirement of the
medium to carry advertising within strict formats. But this is not a full explanation, as noncommercial .inedia also fall into similar patterns.
Many news 'events', implying an isolated
happening in a 'real' and static world, require
both se.rious and lengthy analysis, Time and
space requirements do not allow such analysis,
and the ideological effectis maintained along
w.ith profit.
Staff which are employed and produce media
products are thoroughly sociaiised into the professional rules of acceptable format before they
are allowed to be effective.
Even within our own school, this is occuring
in both AVC and NITV. Content is almost incidental to the professional reproduction of the
proper format, each day, week, or in each film.
Straight media producers argue that the format is the natural outcome of what is demanded
by the consumers, and other, 'serious' methods
of choosing and producing information would
not be accepted. Media must be above all,
entertaining.
This fails to explain that since the inception
of mass media: newspapers in the 19th century
film in the 1920's, Tv in the 1950's etc, requirements for advertising, and the ideological
status of media producers has not provided consumers with alternatives, and have been conditioned into a limited range of formats which are
.'attractive', entertaining', 'stimulating' or
whatever.
The thoroughness of this conditioning can
be demonstrated by watching a radical
film by Bazin or J ancso and others.
The presentation of all information in the
media has become theatre, in which the methods
of production are hidden behind the scenes,
action and individuals are dramatised, while the
consumer is a passive receptor. Content is less
important than form, and the form has the
effect of making these fabricated and distorted
.events appear as real life, like Hollywood Or the
proscenium arch. The media are presenting a
window on the world, and. are unbiassed, as they
are not seen as the products of individuals being
paid by big business.
Alternative media, then will not only have to
change the content of its products. It will have
to prove acceptable to its audience by changing
their expectations, make the production process
visible by including the audience in the process,
arid deny itself exclusive access to information,
professionals skills and the reproduction processes,
Most importantly, alternative media will have
to pe produced by staff (or non staff) socialised
into straight media format requirements.
The mystique of media, in both producers
and consumers will only be eliminated when
content is seen as the criteria by which a media
product is evaluated, and format is seen as the
simple mechanical process that it actually is.

WHAT AN ALTERNATIVE MEDIA IS OR IS
NOT
.
An alternative medium is not int.o profit. It is
not the means of producing a return on capital.
Its only claim to revenue is to reproduce itself
as often as there is the need to.
By eliminating the need to earn profit,
the medium can free itself from the strictures of
straight media~ It no longer requires a mass audience to attract advertising.
Alternative media can be a vehicle for
advertising· only so long as it can survive and produce if the advertising is withdrawn. It cannot
accept straight advertising,. as the credibility of
its information will be questioned by those it
is trying to inform. You can't have an ad for
Ford or General Motors between two stories on
the obscenity of the automobile industry (if
that is what you are into).

~
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By eliminating the demands for _profit, alternatives can attract a wide range of people to
particip(lte in the process. It can pay them on a
co-operative basis (and pay them well if the
medium is receiving good revenue) rather than
appropriate their surplus value. It can also ,
attract volunteer labour becaUse they know they
are not being ripped off. Can you imagine anyone working. for Fairfax for free, because they
believed in wi\.at the papers are trying to do in
the interests of its readers?
Alternatives cannot accept financial assistance from straight media. It is also dangers to
become financially dependent on governmental
agencies. It is probably okay to exploit the possibility of assistance, but 3ZZ paid the price of
not relating its content to its financial backing.
It is clear that there must be a distinction
between alternative content and alternative
media structures.
As has already been claimed, striaght media,
as
a social product of the CMP, cannot produce
material contrary to the interests of the dominant class. It would not survive.
It is less clear that radical approaches to such
issues as the format, contral, financing and consumption/production of media processes will
produce (naturally or inevitably) alternative information or entertainment. In an access TV situation, an alternative to straight, non-participatory media, who controls resource allocation,
programming, technical 'professionalism', and
other factors which will determine output?
In terms of defining what the nature of alternative media is, it may be sufficiently alternative
if the producers and consumers are educated in
the participatory process. It is a liberating
process, to become less dependent on straight
media for information and entertainment.
Alternative media requires the development
of a new philosophy to the process of information transfer.
.
Alternative media content will identify the
ideological dislocation endemic to straight media

and make visible the dominant interests being
served. It will discuss those questions raised
rarely, if ever by straight media. It will discuss
the work situation, income realities and the
problems of powerless minorities. If it fails to
concentrate on these questions then it fails as
an alternative, despite the innovations in its
structure/ownership/productian.
.
Radjcal production is into content, serving
the interests of its consumers. By moving the
emphasis thusly, it will 'have two beneficial
effects. It will make visible and accessible the
processes involved. It will involve its consumers in
determining the process. Secondly, it will differentiate between 'fact' and opinion'. Straight
media, through the mechanism of fragmentation
an re-unification to suit its own interests relies
on an appeal to common interest, common sense
or even national interest. Alternative media will
interpret and transfer aspects of ·the real world,
in such a manner that the interests of its consuniers, now disenfranchised by the straights,_are
served.
Alternative media is into causes, relationships
and ramifications of 'isolated events' and cultural phenomena. It will not exploit that emphasis
on individualism and competition necessary to
the continuance and legitimisation of the CMP.
In this sense, a collective, non-heirarchical means
of production will emerge from, and determine
a new approach to communication- bet~een
groups and individuals.
It is ncessary that the importance of 'professionalism' is de-emphasised in determining the
quality of media products. A group of amateurs
with a portapak will receive the same attention
and feedback that a professional studio production. There is no longer a competitive trip as
motivation for quality, only the education of
the producers and consumers.
Alternative media will make its own rules, and
they will change all the time. It will have to be
astute in avoiding regimentation and insttitutionalisation of its process.
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The Executive of the Australian Union of
Students, which ' met in Melbourne over the
weekend (17-18 June), strongly condemned the
Federal Government's education policies and
funding guidelines.
A motion was passed condemning the Federal
Government for:
.~ . ,
i) brealking its promise of a real growth of 2%
in post secondary education funding;
ii) cutting funding in capital funding by 39%
for CAE's and universities;
iii) . deceiving the public in not presenting the
true picture in relation to recurrent funding,
which when incremental creep, other inflationary fli-ctors and student numbers were added,
amounted·to a cut of almost 3%.
The President of AUS, Mr Peter Noonan, said
that AUS policy called for a substnatial increase
in all post school education expenditure to assist
in making education accessible'to all and·free to
all people, irrespective of age, sex, class or ethnic
background.
"The Government's cutbacks will not only
affect students presently studying but will serve
to restrict access to only those people who can
afford it", Mr Noonan said.
The AUS Executive also called on the Federal
Government to reject any proposals for a
student loans scheme other than emergency
loans controlled by campuses.
AUS policy strongly opposes student loan~
schemes.
Mr Noonan said that a student loan scheme
would undermine the present Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme, and that if there were
adequate TEAS grants', no loans would be nec·
essary. He added that AUS was concerned at
moves to reintroduce tertiary tuition fees and
called on the Government to totally reject any
such moves.
"AUS, !!ampus student union and many
campus groups will be organising a major campaign in opposition to the Federal Government's
education policies in the coming months. Integral to this campaign will be a campaign in defense of student unions which are presently
under attack from the Federal and several State
governments. Clearly, students need unions to
defend their interests, rights and welfare given
the policies and funding guidelines recently announced by the Federal Government", Mr
Noonan concluded.
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WORKERS
MIGRANT
SCAPEGOATS

MADE

RACIST

In recent weeks the Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs has conducted a series of
raids against illegal migrant workers.
A spokesperson for a grop calling itself the Ad
Hoc Committee Agains~ the Deportation of
Asian W<lrkers, said today that "These migrant
workers cannot be allowed to be made racist
scapegoats for the economic recession and unemployment."
The spokesperson went on to say "it is significant ' that not even the Labor Party has been
willing to take a stand on this issue. We would
hate to think that the Labor Party believes tha;.
the' current economic recession can be solved by
the hounding of migrant 'Yorkers,"
The latest victims were workers at the Patons
Brake Factory in East Bentleigh.· They had
worked as assemblers, cleaners, machinists and
maintenance workers since mid-April.
"That the Government intends to push ahead
with the witchhunt is shown by the l\IIinister's
. call to employers, urging them to check job
applications to see whether they are entitled to
work in Australia", the spokesperson said.
~'t't,,'I'I( 1 ~.' } .t . t
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"We intend' to hold a picket outside the
Immigration Department 4.30 on Tuesday afternoon (27th June) to demonstrate our anger at
the Govenment's action."
The spokesperson went on to call for ~he
trade union movement, the 'ALP, all working
class organisations, migrant organisations, overseas students and the student movement to
actively reject these attacks on Asian workers.
For futher information ring 419-4528 or 625135

'READING
READING LEVANDER SEEING
an attempt to fill what we see as a
in the socialist, feminist and ho'ml~sE'xu:al
atures· - the existence of a forum for the
sis of current activism and for the on going
elopment of theory, The absence of an
ed theory in the soc~iallist./fe:mil~is1G/hIDni,oseJruaI

gays arrested

movement has restricted activism,
not only fragmented, but also defensive
than
offensive. Homosexual and feminists
always received no more than token
and support from the Left and there has
Gaby Antolovich, Women's Officer of the.
been serious attention given to sexual
Australian Union of Students, said today that
in Left theory or practice.
the mass police bashing of lesbians and male
READING LAVENDER SEEING RED
homosexuals at the Mardi Gras celebration in
challenge to Left organisations to act on
Sydney, was an overt display of. the violence
question of sexual politics, and to
we suffer all the time.
r the integration of sexual political
.Last Saturday, lesbians and male homosexuals
socialist theory. It is also a challenge to
commemorated the anniversary of the police
sexual people to adopt a socialist pe,rs~>ec1iw
raids against homoseduals in New York. The
a means of explaining their position in
Mardi-Gras also focussed on the repressive
society. In times of economic crisis,
conditions of homosexuals in Australia.
itics is abandoned by the Left as an umleceSll
Gay bars, beats and known lesbian and homopart of economic strategy, when, in
sexual households are continually harassed by
should always be regarded as integral to
police. Feminist lesbians suffer continual police
theory and practice. .
intimidation. Homosexuals, especially teachers
and mothers, are unable to be open about their
SO WHO ARE WE?
homosexuality, without losing their jobs and
custody of their children, respectively,
We are a group of political activists
"We are informating all students and other
together one Sunday afternoon and ",orr"", g
groups of people of Saturday's bashings", said
ing about the state of the world Ms Antolovich. "We are asking everyone to send
No!", if you are anything like us, you will
protest telegrams to Neville Wran to demand
ginning to get a bit depressed. And
that the charges be dropped against the 53
After all, the gap between sexual
.
people arrested on the Saturday and the 7 on
class politics is growing wider. Why
the Monday, outside of the Court House."
be a gap? Could it be that much of the
"An Inquiry into the police is needed" said
not talke sexual politics seriously?
Ms Antolovich, "because several of them took
sit around and get 'pissed and
their numbers off, surrounded the crowd and indecided to do something about' this
discriminately belted into the participants. Some
affairs. (Smash "em!) The result of our comrades had paddy-wagon doors delibLAVENDER SEEING RED
erately slammed on their arms and and some
were severely beaten in jail and needed hospitalYou have probably got
isation. We demand a full investigation to expose
about:'sexual politics. So instead of just
the police.
ahQut it, why not put pen to paper? We
"Last Saturday was a public display of police
articles (up to 3,000 words) on
violence against lesbains and male homosexuals,
trying to draw links betwen sexual t'v," -_.,
the sort of violence we usually suffer in private,
class politics to analysing campaigns and
"Lesbians and male homosexuals are organisal practice. Also, ' we need cartoons,
in all states to protest against last Saturday's
letters, responses, information and
police bashings. We will fight police brutality",
in fact, anything that you think will
said Ms Antolovich, "in fact we will fight any
bulild/re-vitalise the movement.
kind of intimidation".
N,B, Contributions should not be
For futher information contact Chris Hobson
in length, suffer from a surfeit of ,
(Victorian Regional Organiser) (03) 347 7433.
technical, scientific, socie.-politico"",conolnic
gon, terminology or unfamiliar use of .
should not be, in style, cumbersome,.
LESBiANS AND MALE
SYDNEY POLICE - BASH

HOMOSEXUALS

clumsy, awkward or inelegant, in fact any writing tending to the bourgeois, liberal democratic
neo-fascist abstractions of other contributions to
the on-going debate will be rejected out of hand,
an verbosity, which could tend to cloud the clarity of a missive's message, could be the cause of
an article's rejection by the editorial collective;
tautologies will Qlost certainly be subject to our
gross disapproval, as indeed will any trace of
repetition.
To avoid the above gobbldegook, we will edit
your article in close consultation with you. By
editing we do not mean changing your ideas, but
rather that these ideas are available to all activists, not just those who, because of their class
position, get to university. COPY -DEADLINE
FOR THE FIRST ISSUE IS JULY 14th, 1978.
Unfortunately,
READING " LAVDENER
SEEING RED cannot be free (patriarchal capitalism has not yet been overthrown), so we ask
you to subscribe and/or contribute :Individuals:$5 per 5 issues; Institutions: $12
per annum; Sustaining subscriptions: $25; Political organisations : rates available on application. SUBSCRIBE NOW AND AVOID THE END
OF PATRIARCHAL CAPITALISM RUSH!
Marianna Shaw, Jeremy Fisher,
Jeff McCarthy, Anne Stevens,
Eliza Chidiac, Garry Bennet,
Rose Vines

I would like to subscribe to READING LAVEN·
DER SEEING RED.
Name . .............................. . . .
Address. . . . . . . . . . . .. _ . ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Enclosed is - $5 for 5 issues (individual sub)
- $12 for one year (institutions)
- $25 (sustaining sub)
Please make cheques etc. payable to READING
LAVENDER SEEING RED. BOll: 166, Wentworth Building, Sydney University.
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Thus a government Ii>01icy designed to enable
the economy to break out of the recessi<iln, has
contributed to the rapid utilisation of labour
saving devices. Not only is the economy locked
further into the recession, but the interrelation~hip of recession and structural change will mean
little hope for recovering from the present situation of stagflation: high unemployment
coupled with considerable inflation.

WORD PROCESSING MACHINES

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO UNEMPLOYMENT AND STRUCTURAL CHANGE '

INTRODUCTION
The structure of an economy alters in r esponse to many types of economic changes.
These economic changes can result from the
" market place" or from Government policies,
An example of a change in the "market place"
is the introduction of advanced technology: for
example, computer, word-processing machines
,
and so on.
An example of change resulting from Government policies is that of the use of tariffs.
Government also adopts policies~ which, they
claim, are designed to offset the effects of a recession.
For instance, the present Federal Government
argues that the use of a 40% investment allow'
ance will restore productivity to industry,
thereby increasing overall capital and wealth and
raising employment levels.
However the 40% investment allowance has
enabled industries to introduce labour-saving
capital intensive equipment which can maintain
existing output levels or increase them significantly without increasing employment and, in
fact, enabling many firms to decrease their work
force significantly.

't

'.

The use of word processing machines provides
a clear illustration of the above .
Word processers are small computers consisting of an electric typewriter keyboard with a
video screen; a storage station. using magnetic
tape, cards or discs, and a printer station for the
completion of documents . They are capable of
,recalling material requiring c,9rrection and
making the desired correction independent of
the rest of the document, re-checking and
re-typing. Memory storage also means that form
letters can be produced and altered without
re-typing.
The Managing Director of Westaff Pty. Ltd.,
a large personnel agency, recently claimed that
first generation word processing systems had
displaced twenty thousand ·typists in Sydney
alone, (1) In an address to the Institute of Indus,
trial Engineers, an 'officer from the Colonial
Mutual Life Assurance Society Ltd. indicated
that the introduction of twelve word processors
in a CML office had cut staff requiremen.t s from
100 cleark typists to 29 operators and 2' supervisors. In a recent paper entitled "The General
Problems of Youth Unemployment", G.W. Ford
(2) states:
"These machines will reduce the employment
opportunities for typists, stenographers and
secretaries. One government department expects
each word processing operator to replace six
. typists. Where word processing reduces the number of typists, stenographers and secretaries, it
also reduces the number of desks and therefore
the need for the office space occupied by those
desks. This has implications for employment in
the building industry." (A6) Ford further says
that:
" .... a study of one law firm showed that the
introduction of word processing, accompanied
by organisational change, improved the productivity of the professional staff by 40%. This
allowed for expansion of business without
eJ<pansion in legally qualified staff." (A6)
IMPLICATIONS

o

,',

Quite clearly, the introduction of advanced
technology such as word processors, mini computers, electronic funds transfer systems (in
banking, finance and retail outlets) and computerised switching gear (already being installed by
Telecom) have serious implications for the
employment prospects, not only of graduates,
but more seriously of schoorleavers. The credentialling process will ensure that it is the graduates who get the nobs at the expense of those
without "marketable skills" (even though graduate unemployment will continue to increase in
most areas). In general the nature of work in the
future will require less skill but there will be
more "supervision" of the workforce involved in
the jobs which are taken by graduates . Thus the
workforce will be highly stratified with clear divisions of control and power between the supervisor/professional and the supervised/technical.
There are clear.,wdications that this i& already
taking place , The 'recent T .E.C, guidelines provide the basis for a "balanced workforce" : a
certain ratio of professionals to technicians
(with little means of the unskilled becoming professionals) . .The government already believes
there is a shortage of technicians and a surplus
of professionals and so a reversal of the funding
flow provides the means of "stabilising" the
workforce. The role of the Williams enquiry
(and other State enquiries) is to legitimise t he
connection (or interrelationship) between the
education- system and the labour market by
matching credentials to expected task perfor·
mance levels.
(I) S. Horin: "The Great Disappearing Secretary
Trick" , '"National Times" 3.4.78
(2) G.W. Ford: 'The General Problem of Youth Un·
employment" in "Youth Unemployment" Academy oj
the Social Sciences in Australia. Second Academy Sym·
posium 7th and 8th November 1977. Proceedings

WHY DO FARTS STINK?

ESTABLISHED NON-CMP PUBLICATIONS:

ALTERNATIVE MEDIA AS A REVOLUTIONARY TOOL
Operating in the eMP, alternative media to
affect of neutralise the ideological effect of
straight media, has to achieve both credibility
and legitimacy with a nomally hostile consumer.
It is not possible, therefore to com pate the
ideological effect of straight media with that of
alternatives. The position of trust and truth
established over several generations by those
media surviving in, and parasitic to, the eMP will
cause rejection or non-acceptance by the consumers of material which is a challenge to, or in
a radically unusual format to, established norms
of information processing.
One of the prime ideological effects of the
straight media is the establishment of neutrality
and objectivity (equated with truth), a process
by which alternatives will be assessed as
'extreme' and 'biassed'. The message of alternative media will be. seen as serving sectional interests, and therefore not reliable to the 'average'

Produced by the socialist/communist · parties
and organisations in Australia, they concentrate
on attacking the eMP and supporting the cause
of working people. Unfortunately, these organisatins are split ideologically and pUblications become battlegrounds discrediting the policies of
smiliar groups. The readersip is very small
(6-800 for The Tribune) and essentailly converted.
International news (and points of view) can
be obtained through non-eMP publications
from overseas. They range from "The Peking
Daily" and "Pravda" through to leftist mags
such as the "Guardian" and (erstwhile) "New
Statesman".
,
Party line is also pushed in the more hardline
publications, and such ideological stance can
have unfortunate effects on information transfer.
But it can't be any worse than in capitalist
press.

consumer;

Straight media . therefore has neutralised the
consumer. They are prevented· froin 'both think·
ing and acting independently of constructed
norms.
A solution may lie in not competing with
straight .media on its terms. The media will form
itself to suit its material. It may become a ture
alternative by not complying with the rules of
straight media.
Kids learning the power of a portapak will no
longer be stunned by slick camerawork on the
seven o'clock news. They will have done it all
and better, since they are not hung up on professional rules and straight owners.
Alternative media, even if they capture a
small audience may have an effect on straight
media, and therefore be useful. 2JJ (only
'alternative' if the term is used very loosely) has
had an influence on the format and programming of 2SM in Sydney. However, it can also be
demonstrated that 2JJ has mellowed considerably since the early days of a small and corl'verted audience. This is a problem that all alternatives face over a time period, when audience
acceptance becomes important, or even crucial,
to their continuance.
It is possible to argue that alternatives which
do exist do so only with the ' acquiessence of
established and powerful licence-holders. There
is always the danger that truly innovative or
radical media will be legitimised and institutionalised, in order to render them harmless to the
profitable straight media.
An advantage of the eMP is the availability
of more sophisticated and cheaper technical
equipment which can be exploited by those with
the desire but no finance to reach an audience.
The weathermen in the US, turned gadgetry
back on its producers. But naturally the CMP
came up with even better neutralisers.
Technical capacity is closely related to
radical outlook. If available light is all that you
can afford, then available light becomes desirable. not just acceptable. There are no rules
when there are no bosses.
Alterantive media does not need a large audience. It requires more a committed and active
consumer/producer relationship or simultaneity.
Does a medium lose its alternative status when it
gains audience acceptance?

STUDENT PRODUCTIONS:
Traditionally an area for radical media, student pUblications: video, newspapers, films, journals, theses, research, etc., have the unique position of articulate and educated input; non-profit structures, and 'guaranteed readership'. In
addition the eMP does not take them too seriously, considering these works either the ratbag
fringe warranting no credibility, or the products
of the future business elite, getting their radicalism out ofstheirssystem, in a type of ideological
purgatory .

SPECIAL INTEREST RADICAL
'
PUBLICATIONS:
Special interest groups, rising up because of
oppression or neglect by the economics or
norms of the CMP, produce through their protest, radical literature which questions those
conditions in the CMP which necessitate their
oppression. Examples include feminism, gay
liberation, black power, environmentalists and
'counter culture' .
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OTHER POSSIBILITIES INCLUDE:
Organisation (like health foods?) newsletters.
Public address vans. Straight media interception.
Events/demonstrations getting straight coverage.
Exploitation of 'liberal' media: "Natic;m Review"
etc. Exploitation of sympathetic heavies: Jim
Cairns, etc. Left wing/alternative bookshops.
THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA GRADUATE IN
THBIGWORLD
A) To eliminate the professional format constraints of amateur groups utilis.ing access TV/
radio etc., graduat~s ' can employ their expertise without dist orting or straightening innova·
tive content. This experitise (including confid·
ence) can cause the formation of groups themsevles, to whom 'access' or any consumer prodution appear distant. . <. ,
B) The media 'radicat' can assist alternative
• media enthusiasts exploit straight media for its
effective techniques, the rejection of which,
quite probable in a wholesale rejection of ideological effects, will render the alternative impotent and alienated from its intended audience.
This requires a clear analysis of straight media,
to distinguish its inherent qualities from the
ideological.
C) The media graduate can work entirely outside the system, or they can enter the straight
industry and try to subvert it. The question re-,
mains whether they will be socialised into the
role before the medium is undermined by their .
actions. the answer is yes.
D) The' graduate can establish their own area
of influence. They may not eat, but at least they
are not constrained in what they do ......

FOR THE BENEFIT

OF THE DEAF
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The necessity of all broadcasting networks
to acquire sufficient material at reasonable cost

led to the emergence of access TV.
All technical equipment, limited finance, and
.professional expertise is provided by the community of professional studio/workshop centre.
Any group of individual with something to
say was allocated broadcasting and production
time and resources. Presumably ther is no limitation on the range of topics and interests which
can be disseminated, and professional expertise
is not reqired, nor is adherence to a pre-determined format or style.
Access TV has grown throughout capitalist
. societies as more ' and more groups and individuals are disenchanted with the autrocratic nature
of straight TV programming, and neglect of
special interest groups.
Access TV is especially subversive in that it
allows people formerly overawed by the magic
of TV and film production to discover that the
skills required are minimal, that the hardware is
not overwhelming, and that responsibility for
production is far more satisfying than the abrogation of responsibility involved in consumption.

To this point, alternatives have been di!;clIJ!s:
ed as real ,possibilities, with equal weight
potentailly equal ideological effect. This is
the case, obviously.
",.
The established media, irrespective of "n",v'!,:
oly 'ownership and huge capital investment,
a strangelhold, in terms of influence that
attributed tos the ideological effect of
If a media school aims to provide gr!lduate~
with skills and tecHniques useful Wlt;nm
processes, and considers the ideolgicall ~t:~~~tg~
a 'free' press/media in the CMP as an u
basis from which to teach these skills then
following must occur:
A) Methods of identifying unacceptable
ogical phenomena must be developed (e.g.
ist media analysis);
B) The techniques and 'professional'
required by effective media functionaries
be learnt in isolation to the socialisation
industry ethics and standards that
accompanies such learning. The portapak
be discovered as a revolutionary tool,
just another way to produce correct clc,se-upsJ
and wide shots.
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ACCESS TV HAS ITS PROBLEMS, HOWEVER:
A) Access TV, provided through the facilities
of commercial or government networks is dependent on them for time and assistance. Apart
from the' conditions this may imply, it is
supportive of a pluralist view of soceity, in
which minority or oppressed groups have no ·
complaints if they are given access to the 'public'
airwaves. The true nature of class struggle and
sominant groups may be further dislocated by
the ' advent of widespread access programming.
B) What effect on the consciousness of the
viewers does access TV have? While it is difficult to answer, it is possible that such programmes, lost in the programming of conventional
TV, will attract minimal audiences; have as
much impact as a situation comedy; or merely
preach to the converted and the makers.
C) It · is possible that really radical (and
articulate) programmes, if made at all will
offend the sensibilities of management and/or
advertisers. A subtle but effective censorship
process' will occur.
D) What types of groups will be attracted by
the possibility of airing their point of view? If
the experience of the· ABC can be generalised,
the more articulate, organised pressure groups
(not questioning the ideolgoy of the CMP and
its media products) were prominent in both
applying for time and being accepted as 'suitable'.
Those groups in society, neglected by both
the media and government are the.least likely to
be confident in their competence to produce a
media Prbduct, and hence Access TV will not
serve their interests.
E) A serious problem in Australian and over:
seas access situations is the relationship between
'prvfessional' staff and the interest groups. Too
great an emphasis on straight format and 'standards' has led to reduction of the spontaneity,
and therefore the energy and message of a nonpro programme. The 'minimum' requirements of
TV broadcasting are still paramount to the technicians,. and probably influence greatly the size
of audience such programming can attract.
F) Who controls finance anfil programming?
What are the criteria for vetoing an app1ic!ltion
for access .time . ·These ques~ions .remain for the
provision. o( m~terial to cable , TY. . as , well.
" ;,' ,1:,.s(. :;
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MEDIA EDUCATION AS ' A MEANS
ALTERNATIVE MEDIA

ACCESS TV
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' Studen't plan 'Stereo Equipment Insurance ·
pr-( i\' , · j ~,S ,:)\,,',J V(~ t : \.n ·Slldl dr 1 i c l t! s ',t~ \.'(l(1I

,-fa!-.h:> "{",lssettt d8\~ "-. tlll.11I,Hi lt"' , :;11 m ' 11hl
\. :,H [I l'd~tJ , tlll1!'! ", .

,1Il.1pllfi(:f, spt!ilk ·
l~ r' S/ ht:!ilrlp"h ul r:t:!S, ~

r:Jdi q s, "recur Lis,

res idelKe aV.1inst" accidelltill d,untlyt·!· or loss

dnd rhelt. PrelllllJIll "'''Illples: $300 cover
·,,, $16PJ SIOOll ,\ ",' 1 h ll $27pa .

HomeLin

EscaLin ~""';il>..:~~""
'J,
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The SHEPARD HomeLiFT or
-and priced within the
Esca llFTisthe practical sofamily budget, RepresenluIian far the family inter·
tatives in all principal
ested in eliminating stair
cities. Write for descrip.
climbing drudgery. Safetive bulletins.
..asyto install and operate THE SHEPARD elEVATOR CO.
5004-( 3 Brotherton Road
Cindnnati 9, Ohio

C) Alternatives to employment within str.aigllt,
media should be identified, and if they
exist, created.
D) Technical 'skills and .professional' CorcqP'I!~
ence will be de-emphasised in importance
mystique/glamour. They are merely meihts to
end. This de-emphasis itself will turn res;ow:cesJ
to content rather than format.
E) Concentration on content will lead
understanding the nature of alternative
as an interaction between
consumer.
The .consumer will be encouraged to prurticH
pate, so that the distinction with producer
disappear. The medium will become oriented
cosumer interests, rather than process
F) In terms . of providing employment
graduates, the school should provide a resource/.
information/contact centre so that students
either relate to alternatives needing expeliiSl! ~
(if only to tell them they don't need it); or
create their own area of influence.
G) The role of the school to train individuals
to, fit the niches and careers established in
straight media will be eliminated. Students,may
still do it, but not with the school's enc9~e
ment. '
H) Straight media will be rid iculed and attaaked in all possible opportunities.

,,'AUS Insurance

"

;-.

A service of ihe:Australian
Union of Students

••

."

.

. Stude!1tplan Photogriiphic Equipnieni'..~
Insurance covers such items as ca meras
St:> !cl( ! ll l l l l) ! Sl h','ldIISt ' d I J r~I.j I :i.~ll \ ~
.
'
le0se~,l rqj()d,'light meter, projector, . '
p(..) l ll' I~ ~ s d t':? ! ~ 11l 8lj ill! S! l h \t"'Hts h y.. .. '
and developing
I4US In sU!. lfh~ t.:' . Tin.! tll P!I P (II
equipment both,rn
St " l1t'lll Pi .H:'\ ~lL di \ · Ji.!s hIls llt:!t· Jl \ lL!s iqilt ~d ID.
aneJi;lway Iro(ll your
yl\e \ . .1I lilt' ['est l· l)\ ~ r,! ~le...ll :tllt' h \\\\~sl
normal place 'ol
resjdence again~t ,
:;".' aq;ldent,,1 damdge
or loss, and thelt. InCludes $100,000 Legal
Studentplan Jewellery Insurance·provides a
Liability cover . Premium examples: $300
co\€r l u r su c h Items dS \\iat c hes,
cover lo r$13piJ ; $750 (1)ver lor$23r,,, .
rin ~ls, c hdins, bracelets, t'eJrrillgS,
Studentplan Bicycle Insurance is designed
brL1d( h12S dnd Ilty kldc es. The
to prov.ide a cover for your bicycle '
articleS dI e c ov el~d dn(lillst A';;~~~~~
. • agairist,'"Ccidentbl damjige ,Irom .
acc ,Cientdl dam<Jge o r
any caLlse, 'a nd ilieft of 'tfie' whole
loss, dnd thelt, l10th
bicycle. Jhe tii'cydeis va lued at
in dnd away from 'you r
current replacement cost less
normal place 0 1 reSIDence:
deprecia t ion. A $'10 excess
Prem iu m examples : $200 cover
applies to damage claims
'c" $Sp,, S1000 cuc'"r lur $19pd.·
only. The policy also
includes a $100,000
Legal Liability
cover. Premium
AUS Friendly Society
e xam ples : Up to
$300 cover lor
1A LeeSt (Railway Square) Sydney 2000.
$15pa; over $300
Telephone 2121255 Telex 25154
cover lor$22pa .
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COMMUNITY AND/OR ACCESS RADIO

UNDERGROUND ANI) RADICAL FILM

The .advantage of radio as a means of diss- '
eminating interest-group information, and self'
made programmes, is the relative cheapness and
simplicity of broadcasting equipment and staff.
A major problem is the acquisition of licences
giving exclusive rights to a wavelength (possibly
within a limited area) on AM or FM.
The terms of a licence (or more importantly)
its renewal, is the type of conserVative safeguards
to: prevent unwatned material from being
broadcast, prevent true competition with commercial media, prevent public acceptance of a true
alternative.
. Terms of a licence determine the scope of
material to be covered.
A more radical approach (perhaps the only
possible approach) is to ignore licencing and
other bureaucracy, and simply develop guerilla
tactics (like pirate radio, or mobile broadcast
units).
Given that governments (having duly consulted FARBS, and other commercial interests) is
allowing community radio stations to develop,
are there conditions which will allow the emergence of true alternatives to ' present producer/
owner controlled media?
It would appear that the prodcution of local,
consumer oriented programming is difficult to
sustain, and the normal pattern is for a small
group of (moderate) golunteer/enthuslasts to
assume long term control and policy-making.
The radicals, who may have provided important
energy in the station's form,ulation stages, will
become frustrated or disillusioned by the constraints of professional broadcasting, and lose
influence in the direction of material and resources. This is considered desirable by moderates
who are looking to licence renewal problems.
Articulate (and middle class, moderate)
groups have the most to gain from comlllunity
radio, even to the extent that their interests (and
therefore their programming) will attract an audience willing to provide subscritpions and other
support.

In this area, the determinants of 'bourgeois'
standards are ·most pre-dominant in judging film
'quality'. Quality is measured in terms of box
office potential, and radical films not only do
not gain feature status, they are not acceptable
as support movies in commercial cinemas (the
only area in which they can seriously be considered 'mass' media). The commercial monopoly
of production/distribution/exhibi£ion/promotion ensures the public is given minimal choice as'
to type of material available. Similarly, TV networks judge material on 'audience acceptance',
a mutually exclusive criteria set to quality, innovation or consumer oriented produCtion.
This point of view is not to be confused with
an elitist approach, attempting to promote the
cause of ,educational', 'worthwhile', or 'mean~
ingful' film onto an audience used to Hollywood
lowbrow, in the name of good taste. It is simply
-the exploring of alternatives, so as to free makes
and consumers from constraints hampering the
potential of the media to examine a wide range
of subjects and formats.
Radical films, or 'art' films, made by alternate professionals are shown to radical in co-op
cinemas are not offering alternatives to the
status quo.
Teenagers in Redfern or the western suburbs
making a film about the cops, or unemployment
and showing it to their friends on a Saturday
night, ARE subversive.
COMMUNITY/LOCAL/INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS
Theoretically, all that is required to start is
a Gestetner machine and material to publish.
However, the format of established newspapers
(however unfortunate) lends credibility to a new
newspaper. The "Leichhardt Local" failed as an
alternative when it attempted to compete with

:TODAY WE WILL PLAY Tl-iAi WE
'ALL BIG BUSINESS MEN!
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A ~DE RANGE' OF OTHER WAYS ARE .
AVAILABLE FOR EXPLOITATIOJl! AS '
ALTERNATIVES
' C,-

MOBILE AUDIO - VISUAL / THEATRE
UNITS: Converting a bus, with some 'donated
hardware, and you ·have a travelling propaganda
workshop machine. The unit can cover the
whole state in six weeks, and previous experi-.
ence has shown they have a big impact.
TRADE UNION/WORKER JOURNALS: Potentially a very radical alternative, in that the nature of such papers/magazines is related to work
and the rules which govern work conditions.
Many union papers rely on non 'profesSional'
journalistic staff, or alternatively, employ staff
disillusioned by the capitalist media. Many
union papers are ideologically innovative, however, others reflecting conservative or moderate
union executives do not question the CMP,
maintaining a 'non political' stance.
They are also effective in that they provide
information about alternatives to capitalist enterprises such as leisure, holidays, films/theatre,
discount retailers, community services and activist groups. Essentially financed by union subscription, they are not dependent on advertising,
and its ramifications.
WALL POSTERS: Bus travellers are probably
the most informed and liberated people around.
I'osters, stuck to the sides of capitalist structures,
provide e.ssential information to the radical and
special interest groups ignored by the straight
media. Channel. 7 never tells you when the next
anti uranium rally is going to be.
GRAFFITII: . Similar to posters, but more
common on railway cuttings and billboards. The
messages about Menzies and Gorton, 10 or 20
years old, are now in the history books.

SOME IDEAS ON MEDIA ALTERNATIVES
CABLE TELEVISION
... ...

0'

..';.,-'
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CB RADIO: For electronic freaks, wishing
to get a slice of the airwaves. Same as above.
STREET (GU£RILLA) THEATRE: Attacking the sensibilities of straight lunch-time
crowds, it requires no capital and there are no
rules.
'
COMMUNITY THEATRE: 'Trained' personnel can guide local groups into becoming partic-.
ipators in their own entertainment. The staff has
to be very good.

- Fairly prolific in the .uS, a system where subscribers pay a yt)arly . fee for private teleVision
output, not dependent on licences, broadcasting
or a mass audience. Suited for access of participatory television produc;tion (Q:v), where subscribers 'are attr.a cted ·because it is ·an ,alternative
to straight inaccessible TV.
. .
Has· the 'a dded· advantage that straight 'TV
,(StarsIty and 'Hutch?) can also be purchased and
broadcast, .to s!lit all taste~. Also not subject (to
the same' extent)· to libel laws or moral censQrship; .
Whether ' it is a serious alternative medium
depends on 'ownership, profi~ necessity and control of programining. However, ·the lack of network ownership, necessity mass audience, and
the elimination of advertising makes it potentially subversive aned a threat to straigt TV.
Ideally suited to a local level of partiCipation
and. consumption (particularly in high density
and ex-urban environments.) ,

/_.>

Lc-.~---'-'''---'--'~'''''''-''

the 'e stablished local paper on its own terms.
Advertising, 'ed,itorial'· polICY, and news format
were similar, and it is doubtful that it was
providing an alternative.
Similarly, "The MelboUIl)e Times", a local
Carlton paper, will lost) its alternative status as it
grows and widens ·its audience, and attracts more
advertising. Different criteria will emerge for
content, format and productionyolicy.
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document to student conciousness

MORE QUESTIONS

.';-'

~'J .

23) In alternate media, BHP profits
will be newsworthy, while
Prince Charles will not
24) Media education guarantees
unemployment
( )
25) AVC, NEWSWIT, NITV are
successful when they reproduce straight media equivalents (
26) Access TV/Radio policy
must prevent use of the medium
by groups detrimental to it
( ).
27) Private ownership of broadcast
licences, and profits, are the
only way to enable good pro( )
gramming to happen
28) Media hardware determines an
ideological software and
functionary
( )
29) "Pravda" 'serves' its consumers
no better than "The Daily
Mirror"
( )
30) Trade Unions support the CMP
(and CMP media) because it
gives the best deal to their
members
( )
31) Alternative media should provide recognition of shared
experience, rather than
individual interaction
(
32) Existing preferences, warits
and needs are almost completely
shaped ,by the very interests
that benefit from the existing
media system'
( )
33) Media advertising is a legitimate
information process, serving
consumers and funding pro·
gJ;amming
( )
34) Ahernatives, to gain acceptance require a long introductory
period, and cannot succeed
without public finance
( )
35) Public finance can be justified
only if the product fits current
values (like FM)
36) Media alternatives will clash
wi~h straight media unions
, over employme'n t
( ).
37) .AII media are incidental in
ideological effect. Their consumers accept as reinforcing,
or reject as incompatiple, media
information in realtion to the
'real world'.
( )
38) The media graduate has a
right to employment in
straight media, and therefore
the appropriate, technical
education
( )
()
39) There are no more questions

r,

QUESTIONS
Art is about analysing the
media
Media are a product of the
2)
social forces
Therefore, alternatives are
3)
not possible.
4) Media Schools should not
feed the media
5) Alternatives can expose their
intent, & still be effective
6) Straight media win audiences
because they give the public
the content and .format they
want
7) Alternatives cannot survive
with large audiences
8) The consumer must control
the means of production to
protect their interest
10) The ideological effect of an
alternative medium is similar
to that of straight media
11) Alternatives merely support
a populist social theory
12) The established media are so
powerful that all effective
alternatives are absorbed and
used to the advantage of the
CMP

True False '

1)

()

()

()

()
,

()

()

()

(}

()

()

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

()

()

13) Our world vie~ is totally
formulated via exposure to
mass media
( ) ,( )
14) All alternative media bring '
into question the points of
reference of the dominant
ideology
()
()
15) 'News' is the primary aim of
alternatives
.<) ()
16) i.e. theatre, films, etc are non·
political and therefore not in
()
()
need of attention
17) Radical ideology is the
essential criteria for alternatives.
Changes in format or process
()
()
are not significant.
18) Liz Asburn is a subversive
()
()
19) Alternatives should respect
copyright
()
()
20) The media graduate cannot
choose not to participate in
the straight media world
()
()
21) Entertainment and information
have to be escapist rather than
consciousness raising
. ()
()
22) The radical is most effective
()
()
within the straight system
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SCHOOL OF ART
COURSE:

ELEMENTS OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AA02051
SURVEY EXERCISE - ACCOMMODATION FOR AN ART SCHOOL

~

~

~~'

It is planned that in the future, the School of Art, Alexander
Mackie College of Advanced Education, will have a permanent new
is an attempt to guage some student views on accommodation needs.

~

Thi ~ information is for the Elements uf the Built Environment
Course and will be completely confidential as far as individuals
are concerned .•

~

\N /
"

LJ.e are trying to cover aspects of the psychologic-al, sociological
and aesthetic needs of students as well as basic physical needs.
Thi s is a student questionnaire;
it ~as been devised by students
as part of their course, to provide a practical application of
aspects of this COUrse.
< • •"

.

It is anticipated that the information from this survey will be
submitted for consideration by those planning the f~tur~ School 6f
Art accommodation.
Richard McDermott
Ula Tsirekus
Fabia Tory
Elizabeth RAid
Marina Pearce
'Nick Kartzoff
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We'd planned to meet at the pub at six,
I arrived I spotted Reg 'Chook' Wilson in the
corner in shorts with a matching pie and
schooner, Bill was formal of course and Ralph
was late ..... as usual.
. . ...
"YOU CHOULDN'T STUFF A PARROT IN
THIS WEATHER ..... " said Ralph, as he threw
off his heavy coat and lunged over the bar. Jesus
I thought I'd die laughing when the smooth
bugger came up from behind the bar with a
'tinny' in one hand and a . tit in the other. With·
out even letting go of tile 'cooing' barmaid he
started walking over to table ....
"GADA Y CHOOK SLUG
FERRIT
YOU'RE LOOKING FINE MATE ..... "
"RIPPER RALPH ..... "
"
THERE YA ARE MATE ...... "
was selected to get up and dance, grass skirt,
" ....... YERRRR ....."
lights, the whole bit.
l
" WELL SLUG, WHAT'S ALL THIS TROP·
"GET OUT OF IT YA POOFTA .... "
"YA WANTA HAVE AGO SWEATHEART?"
ICAL SHIT ..... "
Ralph was a real.sport, he'd come to the party
and Ralph promptly kissed Chook on the top of
in his wife's old grass skirt and a ' shirt he'd
the head ...... 'cause he ducked.
picked up on the cruise to the Tongan Islands
We lost three of the lads on the way home, or
with the famous 'COOGEE ALL WHITE'S' back
so I found out later, car went strajght over
in "72. A GREAT TRIP.
Pyrmont bridge at close to ninety .... the bridge
"WELL LADS .... " I said, ' with' a put on
was up at the time. Ralph had a yawn outside
p,o mme accent " ..... YA REMEMBER THE
the 'BEACHOMBER' and was right as rain. I
could barely see, but at least I made it home,
TONGA CRUISE?"
"YOU KIDDING ...." Ralph slammed his beer
Reg didn't even made it to the front doo~ of
down on the -table in disbelief.
the 'BEACHCOMBER' ... staggered from the
"PULL THE OTHER ONE SLUG, IT PLAYS
table back up to the bar and straight over the
'JINGLE BELLS'"
fucking balcony .... leg broken in sixteen places,
" .... YERRR .... "
Ralph nearly"pissed himself laughing.
"I HAVE FOUND A PLACE ...... " I had them*
hanging off every word "A PLACE THAT IS
j
JUST IDEAL FOR OUR COOGEE 'ALL
'
2. The scheme of arrangement has been extend·
~r
WHITES' TONGAN CRUISE REUNION".
ed for at least six months longer than the pro"YOU FUCKING BEAUTYYYY" Ralph '
~
posed five years;
~
slowly put down his beer, leaned across the table
3. Sales have dropped. At best company Sales
and gave me a big kiss on the top of the head.
There are several aspects of the operations of
, , have reache,d only 70 per cent of the required
" YOU FUCKING BEAUT ......."
AUS
Student Travel as well as the behaviour of
level and are now below this;
Well, as you can imagine, the celebration
this
year's
.AUS
Executive
and
Travel
'Board
4.
The
company intends to market its products
",ent on for hours, at least one; Ralph stood the
which should be of concern to all students.
to the general public, thus making a mockery
whole pub to three rounds plus chips, native
At its Annual Council in January, AUS overof "the company run by students for stilddance displays, war cries and simulated sex with
whelmingly
carried it motion sacking the Travel
ents." Students will have to line up with the
. imaginary native beauties ..... it was the Tongan '
Manager, Gregor Macaulay. This means that he
general public for ,tickets from "their"
Island cruise of '72' all over again,- only this time
is no longer an officer of the union and would
company.
in the lounge bar of the Cricketers' Arms Hotel.
normally have meant also his automatic dismiss5. Management consultants' suggestions for
.It was ten to eight before we left the bar, then
al
'as ,general manager of the travel company.
structUral alterations of. the company appear
we had to find the cars' and drive over to DrumMany students are- asking 'If AUS sacked Macto have been not implemented, presum·
moyne for the real reunion. What a trip, I could
aulay, why is he still there?" However, since its
ably because the travel company will not be
barely see, but at least I made it to Drummoyne,
collapse in August 1977, the company has been
there long enough for it to matter. The comBill didn't even make it to the front door of the
under the supervision of a court-appointed
pany is still top heavy with management.
Cricketers' Arms, staggered from the table to the
administrator,
so
the
sacking
procedure
was
no
'
The
implications of all this are very distrub·
stairs; and straight over the fucking balcony ....
longer automatic. Nevertheless, the Council beling for the future of the union. The supposed
leg broken in fifteen places, Ralph nearly pissed
ieved that the administrator would abide by the
woners of the travel company, the students,
himself laughing.
have been lied to and kept in the dark consistThere it was " BEACHCOMBER ISLAND' .... , democratic decision of the union. On the contrary,
for
some
strange
reason,
the
administrator
ently
since the company's collapse. At the time
what a sight for bloodshot eyes .. we just stood
has discovered that Macaulay (who had presided
that the company was refloated, I pointed out
outside staring up at the lime green palm trees
over the $1.5 million collapse) is a brilliant busthat it was economically impossible to repay the
in reverent silence, while Reg sat 'in the gutter
losses and that it was naive for the union's ofueinesSman
who
cannot
be
sacked.
catching his breath. Drawing one deep majestic
The
administrator
also
ignored
the
union's
ers
to allow themselves to believe that it was
breath of nostalgic smog .... .
demand that the pay and conditions of staff
possible.
"WELL ..... LEjT'S GO ...... "
should be immediately restored because the
The secrecy of the AUS Executive and Travel
I tell you, we piled into that tropical paradise
company's
employees
should
not
have
to
pay
Board
with regard to the operations of AUS
like it was our last ruck .. .. straight up to the bar
for corporate collapse or economic downturn .
Student Travel demonstrate not only the myth
..... double Mai-Tais, lays .... the whole fucking bit
Furthermore, the AUS Travel Board has also
of "student control" over exploitative business
..... I tell you it was paradise ......
acted
to undermine the Council's decision to
enterprises, but' over the Executive itself. The
"THIS IS FUCKING PARADISE, SLUG"
sack Macaulay, by inviting him along to Board
complicity of the union's officers in these secsaid Ralph, giving me another kiss en the he~d .
meetings. Had they any regard at all for the
rets and their spineless attitude have allowed the
" .... YERRR ...... " grinned Reg, with a mouth·
democratic processes of the union, or the dozens
company's administrator t o ignore the students'
ful of tuna casserole.
of staff,who lost their jobs as a result of the colldecisions. and the company employees' former
"IT'S GOT SOME SPECIAL TROPICAL
apse, or the students they are supposed to repbene,fits. ,cc" '
•
SAUCE ON IT" I said, savouring it delicately
resent, they would have severed all connections '
Furtliermore, the travel company's collap$8
off the end of my finger .
with the former Travel Manager.
has been used by right-wing students to discredit
"I NEVER TASTED NOTHING LIKE IT .....
add
insult
to
injury,
the
AUS
Executive
To
AUS. The response by AUS officers to these
NOT EVEN WHEN WE WAS DOCKED OFF
and Travel Board have continued their policy of
attacks since t he collapse has been to spend
TONGA" said Reg.
,
more time defending and patching up the com" I'M, NOT SURPRISED .... " said Ralph, des- , withholding vital information from the constitupany than saving the union. The resultant misperately trying' to cont ain his laughter and his ents who elected them , showing more concern
with
their
personal
images
than
wit
h
the
best
allocation
of AUS resources and officers' time
mouthful of tropical casserole. " YOU WERE
has been to the detriment of the union, especialinterests of the union.
TOO BUSY TRYING TO TASTE SOME TROP·
. were
not
told
that :
ly when AUS is fighting for its very existence.
Students
ICAL CRUMPET ..... " with that Ralph explod·
The running of capitalist businesses and the
l.
AUS
Student
Travel
has
been
unable
to
make
ed , there was tropical casserole from one end of
repayments
to
its
airline
creditors
under
the
running
of a. democratic and progressive student
the table to the other. Ralph pissed himself
union just do not mix.
scheme of arrangement, and is unlikely to
laughing, the ' whole table disappeared behind a
make the first ' three repayments of about
cl~ud of laughter and tropical casserole. Chook
.- ••• ........... -...s.•...
.'- $25P:OOO
thisy'ear'
'
' , ' ; ; '\ .,....
4:~~
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OF THE OUTBA,UK
TWO

V'1.".oo_ ......

•

Fasten your seat belts, the sign flashed. As we
begin another exciting adventure with Tamie of"
the outback. Boy was this good, Tamie had
always wanted to travel, but here she was on her
tenth world trip in two weeks - this was too
much. Her mind drifted back, as it was want to
do, to the milkshed of her youth. Who would of
thought her Dad had been right, didn't he say
"just get the Fraser boy to get you in the family
way, and I guarantee you will see the world".
Ten times in two weeks but he finally got it in
the right hole without premature ejaculation and
she had him by the balls. Mal being that type
was considering use of artificial insemination to
make sure the babies were correctly conceived,
because, boy he would like to see a race of super
humans, OOPS sorry.

•

"PETER, HAVE YOU HAD ANY EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN?"
"WELL, I COACHED A FOOTBALL TEAM
OF EIGHT YEAR' OLDS, BUT I'M AFRAID ICI)"'I~
THEY REALLY DIDN'T LIKE THE GAME
MUCH. THEY WERE JUST HAPPY TO HAVE
MATCHING SHIRTS' THEY THOUGHT THA
WAS GREAT FUN ..... " lies, lies all of it was
lie. The panel was laughing at my genuine
fession, I had impressed them with simple,
istic honesty and they liked me for it. I had also
made them believe I actually did coach that
team of youngsters, -that was my aim, I never
Here she was now, travelling first class on one
doubted my honesty, even when I lied; and as a
<:l c:::::::, ~
of those elephant planes, surrounded by simple
result nobody else every doubted my honesty.
00 () D
country people, OH what bliss. Boy Malcolm
"PETER, IF IT WAS UP TO US, AND I
_
0(\
was so rich, these trips must cost a fortune, but
THINK I SPEAK FOR THE ENTIRE PANEL"
V
the personal bank account never ever seemed to
I . had never doubted that is guy with the
o
stop getting bigger, it was something to do with
impressive white beard of success spoke for the
~
tax, as she understood it. What made her really
entire panel .... ultimately.
V happy was that Douglas had been given a seat on
" .... YOU WOULD HAVE AN ANSWER
• this trip. "Diya want a choc-coated sheep dung",
RIGHT HERE AND NOW .... I WAS SO PLEASit was Doug over her shoulder, he cut such a rme
ED TO SEE THAT AT LEAST ONE PERSON
With my plastic dome full of silver jewelery, 0 figure in his wide brimmed hat, riding jodphurs,
HAD THE COURAGE TO BRING IN EXAM- aesthetically .arranged on split level choclate
collar and tie, it was his first trip to Europe
PLES OF THEIR WORK AND NOT JUST brown .cork, under one arm and my design fold- I (Malcolm was hoping it would be his last).
PHOTOGRAPHS AS REQUIRED ON THE er equally asthetically displayed, under the other D \ Tamie had always secretly loved Doug, ever
.
INTERVIEW FORM ...... "
I laughed my way back to the car. I had been
since that time she watched how delicately he
"YES I FELT THE ACTUAL WORK WAS accepted, a quick tour 'of my new place of full
gelded the sheep. He too was concerned with
SMALL' ENOUGH TO DISPLAY AND time study was in order, the locals looked
genetics, but unlike Malcolni he was only
REALLY NEEDED TO BE SEEN IN THREE interesting but more than that the whole area 0 worried about Australia. How many times had
DIMENSIONS, TO BE PICKED UP, EXAMIN- had an 'ART' feel about it. It had always been , Mal said think big. "Comun down the back of
.
ED CLOSELy ..... "
the art mecca in my jDind, all the popular gallthe big bird with the wings and we can do some
"IT'S TERRIFIC JEWELERY, AND THE eries lived llere, the tectaces 1'!oused )their 'kissing and some huggin' HUH?" "For ChristDESIGNS, LIKE THE DESIGNS OF THE contributors, the suburb wore its bohemiion its g sake Doug don't you ever think big" Tamie said.
OTHER TWENTY BLOKES FROM YOUR sleeve and of ~urse the arJ; school was a link, D They kissed. " Look out here comes Malcolm,
SCHOOL THAT THIS PANEL HAS SEEN the M~IN LINK\
'
,
I.
act naturally", Tamie starts to giggle insanely,
TODAY, ARE GREAT .... YOUR ART Tlj:ACH- " "
I
' D o u g drops to his knees and delicately bites the
ER MUST BE MIGHTY PROUD OF You
"
'\ \
\
I Peter Scammel
balls off a passing male passenger, (this nearly
GUYS ...... "
,, .• .
brings Tamie undone) "Doug I want to rehearse
\. "
(' .
I laugh modestly, not that it was even vaguewhat you have to say when we get off the plane:
ly amusing, but there was a certam Joyess feelLET GO OF MY WIFE'S CRUTCH!
ing about the interview. The interviewers lau~h
What is going to happen if Doug moves his
ed when I smiled, I laughed when the whIte - _
hand; will Tamie piss herself, will Doug fuck up
beard parted into a smile, the rest of the panel
his speech, can Malcolm take over the world?
laughed with me. From the tlIDe I was mtrod~c
Watch for further stories of Tamie of the outed to the interviewers and made my flrs~----.
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